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We discuss spin-dependent, deep-inelastic scattering from nuclei within a covariant framework. In the
relativistic impulse approximation this is described in terms of the amplitude for forward, virtual-photon
scattering from an off-mass-shell nucleon. The general structure of the off-shell nucleon hadronic tensor is
derived, and the leading behavior of the off-shell nucleon structure functions computed in the Bjorken limit.
The formalism, which is valid for nucleons bound inside nuclei with spin 1/2 or 1, is applied to the case of the
deuteron. @S0556-2813~96!05908-0#
PACS number~s!: 13.60.Hb, 24.10.Jv, 25.30.FjI. INTRODUCTION
The role of special relativity in nuclei has been an impor-
tant consideration in recent years in the pursuit of consistent
descriptions of nuclear electromagnetic processes at high en-
ergies @1#. Evidence suggests, for instance, that nonrelativis-
tic models are inadequate to account for elastic form factors
of few-nucleon systems at large momentum transfers, or to
provide a quantitative description of proton-nucleus cross
sections over the full energy range. While meson degrees of
freedom almost certainly play some role in these discrepan-
cies, for a full and consistent theoretical description that does
not manifestly break Lorentz covariance, one must also in-
corporate effects that arise from the off-mass-shell nature of
the bound nucleons.
A process in which effects associated with the off-mass-
shell deformation of the nucleon structure function may also
have an impact is deep-inelastic scattering ~DIS! of leptons
from nuclei. Until recently, the issue of nucleon off-shellness
has largely been ignored in this problem, even in calculations
based on the so-called relativistic impulse approximation.
Often the only relativistic corrections made are kinematic,
without consideration of the dynamics that may be affected
when the nucleon in a nuclear medium is off shell.
The in-medium modification of the nucleon structure in
unpolarized scattering was discussed in Refs. @2,3#, and, as
the only example for which relativistic nuclear wave func-
tions have been calculated, a quantitative study of the effects
for a deuterium nucleus made in Ref. @4#. The deuterium
analysis was extended to polarized processes in Ref. @5#,
where it was found that, while small for moderate values of
Bjorken-x , the off-shell effects can become sizable in the
region of relativistic kinematics, x*0.8 ~see also Ref. @6# for
a nonrelativistic treatment!. Apart from the appreciation of
the importance of relativity in nuclei per se, there is also a
practical need to understand the role of off-shell effects in
light nuclei such as deuterium or helium. In the absence of
free neutron targets, these nuclei are the only sources of in-
formation on the spin structure of the neutron in DIS, which
is essential for testing fundamental QCD sum rules, such as
the Bjorken sum rule.54813/96/54~2!/894~10!/$10.00In this paper we present a full derivation of the modifica-
tion of the nucleon structure in the off-mass-shell region for
spin-dependent DIS. A brief outline for the special case of
massless quarks was given previously in Ref. @5#. Here we
extend the discussion in @5# to the most general case, includ-
ing mass terms. In Sec. II we analyze the most general form
of the antisymmetric part of the off-shell hadronic tensor
which enters the calculation of the spin-dependent cross sec-
tion. Any relativistic model of polarized DIS from nuclei
within the impulse approximation must be consistent with
the symmetry constraints on the truncated hadronic tensor
derived here. Furthermore, we calculate the scaling behavior
of the expansion coefficients of the off-shell tensor in leading
twist. This enables us to present for the first time a model-
independent proof of gauge invariance of the off-shell, spin-
dependent hadronic tensor.
Working within the nuclear impulse approximation ~i.e.,
neglecting effects due to final state interactions!, in Sec. III
we present a model-independent result for the nuclear struc-
ture function g1
A in terms of the off-shell nucleon tensor and
the off-shell nucleon-nucleus scattering amplitude. The im-
pulse approximation assumes that inelastic scattering from
nuclei proceeds via incoherent scattering from individual
nucleons, which is believed to be a good approximation if
one is sufficiently far away from the small-x region. The
formal results are valid for spin 1/2 and spin 1 nuclei. ~They
can also be applied to the case of DIS from a nucleon dressed
by a meson cloud @7–10#.! Furthermore, we investigate the
conditions for the validity of the usual convolution model
@11–16#, which involves factorization of subprocesses at the
cross section ~rather than at the amplitude! level.
Using these results, in Sec. IV we illustrate the applica-
tion of the formalism to the special case of the deuteron.
Some of the numerical results, obtained in the massless
quark limit, have been presented in Ref. @5#. For complete-
ness, we compare here the results for the proton and deuteron




, as well as with unpolarized quark distributions. Finally,
in Sec. VI we make some concluding remarks.894 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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Here we analyze the general structure of the amplitude for
the forward scattering of a virtual photon from a polarized,
off-mass-shell nucleon. ~In fact, the formalism is valid for
any spin-1/2 fermion with substructure.! Recall that the an-
tisymmetric part of the hadronic tensor for an on-shell









aS sbg1N~p ,q !1S sb2 sqpq pbD g2N~p ,q ! D ,
~1!
where p and q are the four-momenta of the nucleon and
photon, respectively. Here M stands for the nucleon mass,
and s is the nucleon polarization vector. Since we will be
interested in the leading twist components of the structure
functions only, we will not discuss the structure function
g2, which contains both twist-2 and twist-3 contributions.
Our aim will be to generalize the tensor structure in
Wmn
N to describe deep-inelastic scattering from an off-shell
nucleon, namely one with p2ÞM 2. We start with the obser-
vation that the antisymmetric nucleon tensor can be written
as
MWmn
N ~p ,s ,q !5u¯~p ,s !Gˆ mn~p ,q !u~p ,s !, ~2!
where Gˆ mn(p ,q) is the ‘‘truncated’’ nucleon tensor, whose
Dirac structure represents deep-inelastic scattering from a
generally off-shell nucleon, and u(p ,s) is the free Dirac
spinor for a nucleon with momentum p and spin s . In the
following we give the general expression for the truncated
tensor Gˆ mn , which satisfies the discrete symmetries, in terms
of a number of ‘‘truncated coefficient functions,’’ or off-
shell nucleon structure functions. Following this, we derive
expressions for the off-shell structure functions in the
Bjorken limit.
A. Truncated nucleon structure functions
In analyzing the off-shell nucleon structure, it will be con-
venient to expand the truncated nucleon tensor Gˆ mn in terms
of independent basis tensors, such that Gˆ mn is invariant un-
der parity and time reversal. These constraints can be sum-
marized by the following conditions:
Gˆ mn~p ,q !5PGˆ mn~p˜,q˜!P†, ~3a!
Gˆ mn~p ,q !5~TGˆ mn~p˜,q˜!T †!*, ~3b!
where P and T are the parity and time reversal operators,
respectively. ~In the Dirac representation they are expressed
in terms of the Dirac matrices as: P5g0 and T52ig5C,
where C5ig2g0 is the charge conjugation operator.! We also
use the notation p˜m5pm and q˜m5qm to distinguish covariant
and contravariant four-vectors. The truncated tensor must
also be Hermitian, which requires that ~note that
Gˆ mn52Gˆ nm)Gˆ mn~p ,q !5g0Gˆ nm
† ~p ,q !g0 . ~3c!
According to the constraints in Eqs. ~3! the most general
form for the truncated tensor must be @5,6#
Gˆ mn~p ,q !5iemnabqa~pbpg5G ~p !1pbqg5G ~q !1gbg5G ~g!
1isblplg5G ~sp !1isblqlg5G ~sq !
1ipbslrplqrg5G ~spq !!, ~4!
where the coefficients G (i) are scalar functions of p and q . In
Eq. ~4! we have listed only those structures which lead to a
gauge-invariant truncated tensor, i.e., qmGˆ mn5qnGˆ mn50. In
Sec. II B we will show that, at least in the Bjorken limit,
terms such as emnabpagb that do not satisfy this condition,
are absent.
The structure function g1
N of an on-shell nucleon is ob-
tained by multiplying Gˆ mn with the nucleon Dirac spinors





2M $M 2@q21~sq !2#2~pq !2% .
~5!
As a result we get g1
N(x) as the on-shell limit
(p2!M 2,y!1) of the off-shell structure func-
tion g˜ 1
N(x/y ,p2), defined as
g˜ 1
NS xy ,p2D52pq~pqG ~q !1G ~g!1MG ~sp !
2MpqG ~spq !!, ~6!
where x/y5Q2/2pq , and the Q2 dependence in g1N has
been suppressed. The definition of the generalized structure
function, g˜ 1
N in Eq. ~6!, will turn out to be useful when we
discuss the nuclear spin-structure function, g1
A
, in Sec. III.
B. Truncated functions in the Bjorken limit
In this section we discuss the scaling properties of the
coefficient functions G (i) , and the question of the gauge-
transformation properties of the truncated tensor. We work
throughout in the Bjorken limit (Q2,pq!` , Q2/pq
fixed!, and consider only the leading twist contributions to
the hadronic tensor. In this limit, the tensor Gˆ mn can be writ-
ten as
Gˆ mn~p ,q !5E dk˜Tr@H~p ,k !rmn~k ,q !# , ~7!
where the trace is over quark indices. In Eq. ~7! the antisym-
metric tensor rmn describes the hard, photon-quark interac-
tion, and is given by
rmn~k ,q !5~k1m !gm~k1q1m !gn~k1m !2~m$n!,
~8a!
[Amna~k ,q !g5ga1Amnab~k ,q !sab, ~8b!
where




Here k is the interacting quark four-momentum, and m is its
mass. We use the notation emnkq[emnabkaqb. ~The com-
plete forward scattering amplitude would also contain a
crossed photon process which we do not consider here, since
in the subsequent model calculations we focus on valence
quark distributions.! The function H(k ,p) represents the soft
quark-nucleon interaction. Since one is calculating the
imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude, the inte-
gration over the quark momentum k is constrained by d
functions which put both the scattered quark and the nonin-









25(p2k)2 is the invariant mass squared of the
spectator system.
Taking the trace over the quark spin indices we find
Tr@Hrmn#5AmnaHa1AmnabHab, ~10!
where Ha and Hab are vector and tensor coefficients, respec-
tively. The general structure of Ha and Hab can be deduced
from the transformation properties of the truncated nucleon
tensor Gˆ mn and the tensors Amna and Amnab . Namely, from
Amna* (k ,q)5Anma(k ,q) and Amna(k˜,q˜)52Amna(k ,q), we
have
Ha~p ,k !52PHa~p˜,k˜!P†, ~11a!
Ha~p ,k !5~THa~p˜,k˜!T †!*, ~11b!
Ha~p ,k !5g0Ha†~p ,k !g0 . ~11c!
Similarly, since Amnab* (k ,q)5Anmab(k ,q) and Amnab(k˜,q˜ )
5Amnab(k ,q), one finds
Hab~p ,k !5PHab~p˜,k˜!P†, ~12a!
Hab~p ,k !52~THab~p˜,k˜!T†!*, ~12b!
Hab~p ,k !5g0Hab†~p ,k !g0 . ~12c!
With these constraints, the tensors Ha and Hab can be pro-
jected onto Dirac and Lorentz bases as follows:
Ha5pag5~p g11kg2!1kag5~p g31kg4!
1ig5slrplkr~pag51kag6!1gag5g7
1ig5sla~plg81klg9!, ~13a!Hab5~pakb2pbka!slrplkr f 11~paslb2pbsla!
3~pl f 21kl f 3!1~kaslb2kbsla!~pl f 41kl f 5!
1sab f 61elrabplkrg5~p f 71k f 8!
1elrabg5g
r~pl f 91kl f 10!, ~13b!
where the functions g19 and f 110 are scalar functions of
p and k .
Performing the integration over k in Eq. ~7! and using
Eqs. ~13!, we obtain expressions for the truncated structure
functions G (i) in terms of the nonperturbative coefficient
functions f i and gi . The explicit forms of these are given in
Appendix I. From Eq. ~4! we then obtain the leading twist
contributions to the truncated nucleon tensor Gˆ mn . It is im-
portant to note that at leading twist the non-gauge-invariant
contributions to Gˆ mn vanish, so that the expansion in Eq. ~4!
is the most general one which is consistent with the gauge
invariance of the hadronic tensor.
III. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS
Our discussion of polarized deep-inelastic scattering from
nuclei is restricted to the nuclear impulse approximation, il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. Nuclear effects which go beyond the im-
pulse approximation include final state interactions between
the nuclear debris of the struck nucleon @17#, corrections due
to meson exchange currents @18–20# and nuclear shadowing
~see @21–24# and references therein!. Since we are interested
in the medium- and large-x regions, coherent multiple scat-
tering effects, which lead to nuclear shadowing for x&0.1,
will not be relevant. In addition, it has been argued @6# that
meson exchange currents are less important in polarized
deep-inelastic scattering than in the unpolarized case since
their main contribution comes from pions.
Within the impulse approximation, deep-inelastic scatter-
ing from a polarized nucleus with spin 1/2 or 1 is then de-
scribed as a two-step process, in terms of the virtual photon-
nucleon interaction, parametrized by the truncated
antisymmetric nucleon tensor Gˆ mn(p ,q), and the polarized
nucleon-nucleus scattering amplitude Aˆ (p ,P ,S). The anti-
FIG. 1. DIS from a polarized nucleus in the impulse approxima-
tion. The nucleus, virtual nucleon, and photon momenta are denoted
by P , p , and q , respectively, and S stands for the nuclear spin
vector. The upper blob represents the truncated antisymmetric
nucleon tensor Gˆ mn , while the lower one corresponds to the polar-
ized nucleon-nucleus amplitude Aˆ .
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written as
MAWmn
A ~P ,S ,q ![i
MA
Pq emnabq
aF Sbg1A~P ,q !




ˆ ~p ,P ,S !Gˆ mn~p ,q !# .
~15!
Here P , p , and q are the nucleus, off-shell nucleon, and
photon momenta, respectively. For a spin 1/2 nucleus, such
as 3He, the vector Sa (S2521,PS50) is the nuclear spin
vector, while for spin 1 targets, such as deuterium, Sa is




mPr /MA , ~16!
where m50,61 is the spin projection. Using the fact that the
nuclear recoil states are on shell, one finds for the nucleon-
nucleus amplitude
Aˆ ~p ,P ,S !5(
R
^P2p ,RuN~0 !uP ,S&^P ,SuN¯~0 !uP2p ,R&
32pd~~P2p !22MR
2 !. ~17!The sum is taken over all possible nuclear recoil states R
with momentum P2p and invariant mass MR , and N(0)
stands for the nucleon field operator at the origin. The am-
plitude Aˆ (p ,P ,S) can furthermore be expanded in the
nucleon Dirac space as





where the pseudovector and tensor structure ARa and BRab are
functions of p ,P , and S . Other structures do not contribute to
Wmn
A and are omitted. For example, a pseudoscalar term
(;g5) is forbidden by hermiticity and time reversal invari-
ance of Wmn
A





4p2MASq(R E dydp2@qAR~pqG ~q !1G ~g!!







2SqqaebpqS2MA2SqqbeapqS!. ~20!Here x5Q2/2Pq is the Bjorken scaling variable and
y5pq/Pq is the light-cone fraction of the deuteron mo-
mentum carried by the struck nucleon. Equation ~19! shows
that factorization of the nuclear structure function g1
A into
nuclear (ARa ,BRab) and nucleon (G (i)) parts, as would be
required for convolution, is not possible. In addition, the
presence of the structure G (p) in g1
A
, but not in g1
N @see Eq.
~6!#, leads to explicit convolution breaking. Convolution can
be recovered, however, in the nonrelativistic limit @6#, as will
be shown explicitly in the next section for the case of the
deuteron.
IV. DEUTERON
The general results of the previous section can now be
applied to the case of a deuteron target. Consistent with the
standard treatments of the relativistic deuteron bound state
problem, the deuteron recoil state is taken to be a single
nucleon. From Eq. ~17! one therefore obtains the nucleon-
deuteron scattering amplitude:Aˆ ~p ,P ,S !5(
s
^P2p ,suN~0 !uP ,S&^P ,SuN¯~0 !uP2p ,s&
32pd~~P2p !22M 2!, ~21!
where the sum is taken over the spin s of the recoil nucleon.
The deuteron-nucleon matrix elements in Eq. ~21! are related
to the deuteron-nucleon vertex function GD via @26# ~see also
Ref. @27#!:




a ~P ,p !«a
mCu¯T~P2p ,s !.
~22!
The deuteron polarization vector, «a
m
, is related to the spin
vector S by Eq. ~16!. C is the charge conjugation operator,
and u(P2p ,s) is the Dirac spinor of the recoil nucleon with
momentum P2p and spin s . In terms of the deuteron-
nucleon vertex function, Eqs. ~21! and ~22! give
898 54G. PILLER, W. MELNITCHOUK, AND A. W. THOMASAˆ ~p ,P ,S !5«a
meb
m*~p2M !21GDa ~P ,p !~P 2p2M !
3G¯D




To be specific, we will use in our numerical calculations
the relativistic vertex function from Ref. @26#. In this work
GD is represented through a relativistic deuteron wave func-
tion which contains S- and D-state components u and w , and
also triplet and singlet P-state contributions v t and vs . After
choosing the polarization of the deuteron one can express the
pseudovector and tensor components, Aa and Bab, of the
deuteron-nucleon amplitude ~18! in terms of the deuteron-
nucleon vertex function — or equivalently through the deu-
teron wave function components @see Eq. ~24! below#. Then
Eq. ~19! yields the deuteron spin structure function g1
D
.
We will follow this procedure in the deuteron rest frame
where the photon momentum is chosen along the 2 zˆ direc-
tion, q5(q0 ;0T ,2uqu). Furthermore, we are free to fix the
deuteron spin projection to be m511. As in the general
case in Eq. ~19!, one does not obtain a result compatible with
exact convolution. However, by writing qA, pA, and
TB in terms of the relativistic deuteron wave function, we
find that all nonfactorizable corrections to convolution are at
least of order (v/c)2, or involve relativistic P-state wave
functions. This is easily seen by separating qA and TB
into an ‘‘on-shell’’ part, which is proportional to the nonrel-
ativistic deuteron wave function @see Eq. ~29! below#, and an
off-shell component: qA[qAon1qA off , and TB
[TBon1TB off , where
qAon5TBon52p2PqMFu21~123cos2u! uwA2
2S 12 32cos2u Dw21 pzM S u2 wA2 D
2G , ~24!
with pz5upucosu, Ep5AM 21p2 and cosu5(yMD2p0)/upu.
The ‘‘off-shell’’ components qAoff and TBoff , and also
pA are given in Appendix B. They are either of higher
order in (v/c) compared with the leading ‘‘on-shell’’ contri-
bution in Eq. ~24!, or they involve relativistic P states.
Using Eqs. ~6!, ~19!, and ~24! we can decompose g1
D into





y D f ~y !g1
NS xy D1d~off!g1D~x !. ~25!
Here we can identify
D f ~y !5E d4pDS~p !dS y2 p1MDD ~26!
with the difference of probabilities to find a nucleon in the
deuteron with light-cone momentum fraction y and spin par-
allel and antiparallel to that of the deuteron. For a deuteron
with polarization m511, DS(p) corresponds to the spectral
function:DS~p !5C11
† ~p !~Sˆ 01Sˆ z!C11~p !d~p02MD1Ep!,
~27!
where Cm(p) is the usual ~normalized! nonrelativistic deu-
teron wave function ~see, e.g., Ref. @28#!. Sˆ 0 and Sˆ z are the













with s p ,n the SU(2) Pauli spin matrices acting on the pro-
ton and neutron spin wave function, respectively. In terms of
the deuteron wave function Cm(p), one has
qAon5TBon58p3PqMNC11† ~p !~Sˆ 01Sˆ z!C11~p !.
~29!
The factor N5*dupup2(u21w2) ensures that the normaliza-
tion agrees with that of the relativistic calculation. The func-
tion D f (y) then satisfies *01dyD f (y)5123/2vD , where
vD5*dupup2w2/N is the nonrelativistic D-state probability.
In the NN potential model of Ref. @26# with a pseudovector
pNN interaction, the D-state probability is vD54.7%. The
convolution term in Eq. ~25! completely agrees with the non-
relativistic limit up to order (v/c) if contributions from rela-
tivistic P states are neglected, and the off-shell structure
function g˜ 1
N(x/y ,p2) from Eq. ~6! is replaced by the on-shell
one. The relativistic, convolution breaking, ‘‘off-shell’’ con-
tribution d (off)g1
D in Eq. ~25! is given explicitly in Appendix
B.
We should also make a note about comparing calculations
which use relativistic and nonrelativistic wave functions.
While convolution itself is valid to order (v/c)2 @6#, the
renormalization of the relativistic wave function itself intro-
duces corrections of order (v/c)2, since the P-state wave
functions vs ,t are of order v/c compared with the S- and
D-state functions. Therefore the correct nonrelativistic limit
can be obtained directly from the relativistic calculation only
to order v/c @29#.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Using the results of the preceeding sections, we present
here the numerical results for the polarized nucleon and deu-
teron structure functions. In our relativistic treatment, the
modeling of the virtual photon-off-shell nucleon interaction
is most naturally done in terms of relativistic quark-nucleon
vertex functions.
A. Relativistic quark-nucleon vertex functions
While the scaling behavior of G (i) can be derived from
the parton model, their complete evaluation requires model-
dependent input for the nonperturbative parton-nucleon
physics, which in our case is parametrized by the functions
f 110 and g19. Because the nucleon recoil state that re-
mains a spectator to the hard collision is on-mass shell, the
functions f 110 ,g19 can be simply written in terms of
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Expressed through V and the propagator of the spectator
~‘‘diquark’’! system, SD(p2k), one obtains for the matrix
H(k ,p) from Eq. ~7!:
H~k ,p !5Im@V~k ,p !SD~p2k !V~k ,p !# , ~30!
where V5g0V †g0. Because both the quark and nucleon have
spin 1/2, the spectator system can be in either a spin 0 or
spin 1 state. Therefore the only vertices that need to be con-
sidered ~for quarks in the ground state! are those which trans-
form as scalars or pseudovectors under Lorentz transforma-
tions. We approximate the ‘‘diquark’’ propagators by the
form SD(p2k)5@(p2k)22m02#21 for S50, and
SD
ab(p2k)5@2gab1(p2k)a(p2k)b/m12#/@(p2k)22m12#
for S51, where m0 and m1 are the masses associated with
the scalar and pseudovector spectator states.
Following earlier work @5#, we will use the ansatz
V0~k ,p !5If0~a !~k ,p !1bkf0~b !~k ,p !, ~31a!
V1a~k ,p !5gag5f1~k ,p !, ~31b!
for the S50 and S51 vertices, respectively. The parameter
b determines the relative contributions from the two scalar
vertices. Although a more general approach is possible, in
which one could include all possible Lorentz and Dirac
structures, in practice since the vertices will be constrained
phenomenologically, the above set will suffice. Without loss
of generality, to simplify the numerical analysis we will also
work in the massless quark limit, m!0.
Inserting the above vertex functions into Eq. ~7! and com-
paring with Eq. ~4!, we can determine the functions



















2 g7 , ~32b!
with all other functions being zero.
The momentum dependence in the vertices is param-
etrized by the multipole form:
FS~p ,k !5NS~p2!k2/~k22LS
2!nS
(p25M 2 for the free nucleon!. The cutoff parameters LS
and exponents nS are fixed by fitting the unpolarized up
(uV) and down (dV) valence quark distributions, as dis-
cussed in Refs. @2,5#. The normalization constants NS are
determined through baryon number conservation. A best fit
to the experimental uV1dV and dV /uV data @33# at Q2510
GeV2 @when evolved from the renormalization scale m2.~0.32 GeV! 2 using leading order evolution1#, is shown in
Fig. 2. The cutoffs used for the scalar vertices are
L0
(a ,b)5(1.0,1.1) GeV, and the exponents n0(a ,b)5(2.0,2.8),
with the mixing parameter b52.73. The parameters for the
pseudovector vertex are L151.8 GeV and n153.2. The
mass parameters associated with the intermediate spectator
states are taken to be m0(1)5(p2k)250.9(1.6) GeV.
With the same parameters, the polarized valence distribu-





6 Dq1~x !, ~33!
DdV~x !52 13 Dq1~x !, ~34!
where Dq0 and Dq1 are the polarized quark distributions for
scalar and pseudovector spectator states, respectively. The
first moments of the polarized valence distributions in the
proton then turn out to be *0
1dxDuV(x)50.99 and
*0
1dxDdV(x)520.27, which saturates the Bjorken sum rule:
*0
1dx@DuV(x)2DdV(x)#5gA . The total momentum carried
by valence quarks at the scale m2 is around 85%, leaving
about 15% to be carried by the sea.
1While a next-to-leading order analysis is important for a precise
determination of the Q2 dependence of g1 and the Bjorken sum rule
@34#, the present treatment is perfectly adequate for the purpose of
evaluating the relative sizes of the nuclear corrections.
2Note that the formal results do not rely on the use of SU~4!
spin-flavor symmetry — these relations merely provide a conve-
nient way to parametrize the polarized quark distributions @30#.
FIG. 2. Unpolarized valence quark distributions x(uV1dV) and
dV /uV . The solid line represents distributions evolved from scale
m2 to Q2510 GeV2. Dotted curves are parametrizations from Ref.
@33#.
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ized proton structure function xg1
p(x)5x@4DuV(x)
1DdV(x)]/18 is shown in Fig. 3. In the valence quark domi-
nated region (x.0.3) the result agrees rather well with the
SLAC, EMC, and SMC proton data @35–38#. A negatively
polarized sea component at x,0.3 would bring the curve
even closer to the data points.
Having fixed the nucleon inputs, we next estimate the size
of the relativistic corrections to the deuteron structure func-
tion.
B. Polarized deuteron structure function
The total valence part of the structure function of the deu-
teron, calculated from Eq. ~25!, is shown in Fig. 4. The
agreement with the SMC @39# and SLAC E143 @40# data in
the valence region is also quite good. Note that care must be
taken regarding the normalization of the quark-nucleon ver-
tex functions when the nucleon is no longer on shell. In this
simple model, the modifications of the vertex functions are
made via the explicit p2 dependence of the normalization
constants NS(p2). In practice, because the structure function
is not very sensitive to the p2 dependence in the quark-
nucleon vertex functions, NS(p2) can be taken to be con-
stant. The numerical values of these normalization constants
are fixed through valence quark number conservation in the
deuteron’s spin-averaged distributions. They turn out to be
0.8% and 1.7% smaller for the scalar and pseudovector ver-
tices, respectively, than for the free nucleon. The insensitiv-
FIG. 3. Valence component of the proton g1 structure function
at Q2510 GeV2. The data for the full structure function g1p are
from Refs. @35–38#.
FIG. 4. Valence part of the deuteron structure function g1
D
,
compared with the data for the full g1
D structure function from the
SMC and SLAC E143 @39,40#.ity of the deuteron structure function to the p2 dependence of
the quark-nucleon vertex should limit the uncertainty intro-
duced through the specific choice of vertex functions in Eqs.
~31!. Any model dependence associated with alternative ver-
tex structures would be compensated to some extent by the
necessary adjustments to their momentum dependence — the
k2 dependence is constrained by refitting the nucleon data,
and the p2 dependence by readjusting the normalization con-
stants NS . Nevertheless, it would be interesting to explore
the residual model dependence numerically.
The resulting ratio, g1
D/g1
N
, is displayed in Fig. 5. For
large x it exhibits the same characteristic shape as for the
~unpolarized! nuclear EMC effect, namely a dip of ; 7–8 %
at x'0.6 and a steep rise due to Fermi motion for x.0.6.
For small x it stays below unity, where it can be reasonably
well approximated by a constant depolarization factor,
123/2vD , as is typically done in data analyses @39,40#.
Also shown in Fig. 5 is the ratio of the convolution ansatz
@Eqs. ~25!–~27!# to the full calculation ~dashed curve!. As
one can see, this ansatz works remarkably well for most x ,
the only sizable deviations occurring for x.0.8, which is
outside the range covered by previous experiments. Never-
theless, future experiments, both inclusive and semi-
inclusive, will be able to access the very large-x region, in
which case the issue of nuclear — and in particular relativ-
istic — effects will need to be seriously addressed.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have discussed polarized nuclear deep-inelastic scat-
tering within a covariant framework. In this context we ana-
lyzed the structure of the forward scattering amplitude of a
virtual photon from a bound, off-mass-shell nucleon, focus-
ing especially on its symmetry properties. Within the im-
pulse approximation, we derived the most general, relativis-
tic expression for the nuclear structure function g1
A
. Our
results clearly demonstrate that, in general, nuclear and
nucleon pieces do not factorize in a relativistic treatment of
nuclear structure functions. The conventional convolution
model can only be recovered by taking the nonrelativistic
limit for the nucleon-nucleus amplitude and assuming the
on-shell limit for the off-shell nucleon structure function.
We showed numerical results for the deuteron structure
FIG. 5. Ratio of deuteron and nucleon structure functions in the
full model ~solid!, and with a constant depolarization factor
123/2vD ~dotted!, with vD54.7% @26#. The dashed curve is the
ratio of g1
D calculated via convolution to g1
D calculated in the rela-
tivistic model.
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D
, where the off-shell nucleon tensor was calcu-
lated within a relativistic spectator model. At moderate x
(,0.7) we found that nuclear effects in the deuteron are
dominated by the D-state probability of the deuteron. Bind-
ing and Fermi motion become significant only at large x .
Also off-shell corrections turned out to be small at moderate
x , but increase considerably in the region x.0.8.
With respect to the present experimental situation the
main uncertainty in the extraction of the neutron structure
function g1
n still comes from the deuteron D-state probabil-
ity. For practical purposes, the off-shell modification of the
bound nucleon structure function has to be taken into ac-
count when high precision data at large x become available.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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APPENDIX A: TRUNCATED STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS
Here we present the complete expressions for the trun-
cated structure functions G (i) from Eq. ~4! in terms of the
functions f 110 and g19 in Eqs. ~13!:G ~p !S xy ,p2D5E dk˜H Sm21k222pk xy D S g11 xy g2D2 xy ~k22m2!S g31 xy g4D12S xy D 2g7
12mS k22pk xy D S f 71 xy f 8D12m xy S f 91 xy f 10D J , ~A1!
G ~q !S xy ,p2D5E dk˜pq H S ~m212k2!pk2~~m21k2!p214~pk !2!xy 13p2pkS xy D 2D g2
1S k224pk xy 13p2S xy D
2D S 12 ~k22m2!g42mf 10D1mS 3k2pk22~p2k212~pk !2!xy 13p2pkS xy D
2D f 8
12mS pk2p2 xy D f 92S k224pk xy 13p2S xy D
2D g7J ~A2!
G ~g!S xy ,p2D5E dk˜H S k222pk xy 1p2S xy D 2D S 2pkg22 12 ~k22m2!g41g7D2~m21k2!g7
1mS k222pk xy 1p2S xy D
2D ~2pk f 81 f 10!22m~pk f 91k2 f 10!J , ~A3!
G ~sp !S xy ,p2D5E dk˜H S k222pk xy 1p2S xy D 2D S 2pkg52 12 ~k22m2!g62g8D1~k21m2!S g81 xy g9D22mS pk2p2 xy D f 2
2mS k22p2S xy D
2D f 312m xy f 6J , ~A4!
G ~sq !S xy ,p2D5E dk˜pq H S pk2p2 xy D @~k21m2!g912m~p2 f 21pk f 31 f 6!#J ~A5!
G ~spq !S xy ,p2D5E dk˜pq H 2S pk~m212k2!2~~k21m2!p214~pk !2!xy 13p2pkS xy D 2D g5
1S k224pk xy 13p2S xy D
2D S 2 12 ~k22m2!g62g81mf 3D22mS pk2p2 xy D f 2J , ~A6!
where pk5(p21k22mS2)/2 and x/y5kq/pq5Q2/2pq .
APPENDIX B: RELATIVISTIC CORRECTIONS TO NUCLEAR STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS
As outlined in Sec. IV the pseudovector and tensor components of the nucleon-deuteron scattering amplitude, Aa and
Bab in Eq. ~18!, can be separated into an on-shell part, which is proportional to the nonrelativistic deuteron wave function, and
an off-shell component: qA[qAon1qA off , and TB[TBon1TB off . The on-shell component qAon5TB on is given in
Eq. ~24!. The off-shell contributions, which are of higher order in v/c or involve relativistic P states, are




2 S pzM 2 EpM cos2u D v t21 3A2 ~12cos2u!vsv t
1A6S cosu2 upu2M ~12cos2u!D uv t2A3S cosu2 upuM ~12cos2u!Dwv t1 A3upuM ~12cos2u!S u2 wA2 D vsG , ~B1!
and





M DA2uw1SM2EpM S 22 32cos2u D 12 p2M 2 ~12cos2u!2 «M Ep2cos2u~Ep1M !M Dw2
1
3
2 S 2 pzM 1 Ep2«22MM cos2u D v t21 3A2 S 12 EpM S 21 «M D D ~12cos2u!vsv t
1A32
upu




2u!S u2 wA2 D vsG , ~B2!
where pz5upucosu, Ep5AM 21p2 and cosu5(yMD2p0)/upu. Also the convolution breaking contribution pA in Eq. ~19!
represents a relativistic correction in comparison with the ‘‘on-shell’’ amplitude:





21A6~MD2Ep!cosuS u2 wA2 D v tG . ~B3!
Taking into account these relativistic contributions to the nucleon-deuteron amplitude, one obtains the relativistic correction
to the convolution component of g1
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